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Abstract

This document describes the use of BGP End-of-RIB marker in improving BGP routing convergence during initial route exchange. A mechanism to negotiate the extension of End-of-RIB usage is also specified.
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1. Introduction

BGP Graceful Restart (GR) [RFC4724] defines an End-of-RIB marker to convey routing convergence information during BGP restart. It is also specified that the generation of such a marker upon completion of the initial update would be useful for routing convergence in general.

Currently most of BGP routers neither generate End-of-RIB marker upon completion of initial route advertisement nor anticipate the arrival of End-of-RIB from peers during initial route exchange. In addition, for some BGP implementations receiving End-of-RIB marker in scenarios other than BGP GR may be treated as an error.

This document describes the benefit of using BGP End-of-RIB marker to inform completion of initial BGP route exchange. A mechanism to negotiate the extension of End-of-RIB usage is also specified.

2. BGP Convergence Problem in Initial Route Exchange

When a BGP speaker establishes BGP sessions with multiple peers, the initial route exchange begins. Normally whenever a route is received from one of the peers, BGP path calculation would be executed and new UPDATE message will be advertised to peers immediately. Since during initial route exchange the BGP speaker may consecutively receive different routes to the same prefixes from different peers, this normal procedure may cause the BGP speaker execute the path calculation for some prefixes for multiple times, and would further result in advertising non-optimal routes before routing convergence.

Apparently this is a waste of processing resource and also impacts routing convergence and stability of the network. Some optimization has been proposed. One typical approach is to set a timer for initial route exchange, and BGP speaker will not execute path calculation and advertise routes to peers until that timer expires. The disadvantage of this approach is value of the timer would be critical for BGP convergence performance, and since the timer value would be fixed once configured, it cannot guarantee best performance and convergence time for different cases.

3. End-of-RIB Usage Extension

[RFC4724] defines the use of End-of-RIB marker in BGP Graceful Restart scenario, and it also specifies that "generation of such a marker upon completion of the initial update would be useful for routing convergence in general, and thus the practice is
Actually End-of-RIB marker should be used as an individual feature independent of whether BGP GR is enabled or not. One example is [RFC4684] specifies the use of End-of-RIB for RT Membership information advertisement.

Similar to the use in BGP Graceful Restart, End-of-RIB marker could also be used to inform completion of initial route exchange. Thus route calculation and further advertisement would be suspended until End-of-RIB marker is received from all or a predefined portion of BGP peers. In addition, a relative large timer could be used as a backup trigger to ensure path calculation and advertisement would always be executed within a predefined time range.

Although it is easy to understand the use of End-of-RIB in improving initial routing convergence, such benefit may not be obtained directly, as currently most of BGP routers neither generate End-of-RIB marker upon completion of initial route advertisement nor anticipate the arrival of End-of-RIB from peers during initial route exchange. In addition, for some BGP implementations receiving End-of-RIB marker in scenarios other than BGP GR may be treated as an error. Thus to use End-of-RIB for initial route exchange scenario, some negotiation between the sending and receiving BGP speaker would be necessary.

4. BGP End-of-RIB Capability

A new BGP capability called End-of-RIB Capability is defined. The Capability code for this capability is to be assigned. The Capability length field is zero.

By advertising this capability to a peer, a BGP speaker conveys to the peer that the speaker support advertising and receiving End-of-RIB marker and the related procedures described in this document.

After capability negotiation, if both the peer speaker and local speaker support this capability, then End-of-RIB marker MUST be sent to peer after finishing initial route advertisement, and both speakers MUST use the End-of-RIB marker received from peer as notification of initial exchange completion and trigger of local route processing and further advertisement. If any one of the peering speakers does not support this extension, End-of-RIB MUST not be used in initial route exchange scenario.

When End-of-RIB is used for initial exchange, a timer MAY also be used to control the maximum initial delay of route processing and
5. IANA Considerations

A new BGP capability - End-of-RIB Capability is defined in this document. The Capability code needs to be assigned by the IANA.

6. Security Considerations

This document does not change the security properties of BGP.
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